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Strategic Planning for Research
and Development
Th. BemelmanP

This paper examines the need for and the difficulties in
implementing
strategies for planning the research and
development activities of a company. The author does
not accept that research planning reduces creativity,
though he is of the view that planning’s exclusive concentration on economic aspects of a company’s activities, such as turnover or profit, can lead to erroneous
decisions in the research and development field. This
paper outlines a number of specific and explicit research
strategies which can be followed, and relates them to the
company’s strategic objectives. Furthermore, the author
explicitly categorizes different types of research and
comments upon the relevance of strategic planning to
each.

Introduction
Products become obsolete, not only from a technical but
also from an economic point of view. Existing products
are superseded by new or improved products. The same
applies for production
techniques.
If a firm does not
follow this technical trend, competitive
strength will
diminish
continuously,
affecting
turnover
and thus
continuity.
Naturally, every firm will try to prevent such
a situation by renewing
its assortment
and its way of
production
in due time.
A way to safeguard continuity
is the development
ofnew
products bl- either own research or outside research. In
both cases these activities should bc carefully planned
bccausc the available
resources arc limited
and the
dcvclopmcn t time for new products appears to be often
long.
There arc serious doubts whcthcr or not research can be
planned. Some pcoplc believe that research planning ma):
rcducc creativity,
resulting in a smaller profitability
of
succcssf~~l innovations.
WC do not share this opmlon.
though \vc find that the cxclusivc concentration
on cco-
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nomic aspects, such as turnover
or profit, may lead to
erroneous decisions in the research field. The importance
of research and the appropriate
planning is different for
each firm. If a firm wishes to be leading in the technical
area, a strategy often called ‘first to market’, research will
naturally
play an important
role in the whole business
climate. Such a strategy is asking again and again for new
products with a high innovation
value. These products
will give the firm the technical lead over its competitors,
resulting in high turnover and profit opportunities.
On the other hand there are also disadvantages.
The
starch for products with a high innovation
value generally leads to both high costs of research and great risks of
failures. An alternative of the ‘first to the market’ strategy is that of ‘follow the leader’. In this situation the firm
is not primarily
oriented toward the development
of
products based on completely
new technologies,
but its
aim is to follow as quickly as possible a technical leader
by using already existing,technical
know-how.
The costs
of research and the techmcal risks of failure are then vcr)
often much lower.
On the other hand it will be obvious
may also result in a skimmed market
prices and higher market introduction

Categories
Research

that such a policy
with lower selling
costs.

of Research

can be divided

into several categories,

namely

:

-2 basic research: research with the objective to enlarge
purely technical
know-how
without
aiming at a
specific commercial
application. There is no relationship between this research and the operational
goals
of the firm:
_‘L
,. applied research: research with the objective to enlarge technical know-how
in such a way that a
specific commercial
application can become a reality;
-j: dcvclopmcnt:
a systematic
USC of available knowhow oriented toward the introduction
of nc\v or
impro~cd
versions of products or production
techniqucs.
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In literature about this subject more sophisticated classifications are mentioned.
Mansfield
and Rappoport,
for
example, give the following description :

Table

1. Methods

for determining

an R & D budget

Method

Following the procedures of the Panel of Invention of the Department of Commerce, as well as our own previous work, we classify
the work leading up to the first commercial introduction of a new
product into following stages: applied research, preparation of
product specifbtions,
prototype or pilot plant construction,
tooling and constructing of manufacturing facilities, manufacturing start-up and marketing start-up. Of course, there is no presumption that these stages do not overlap or that they must occur
in any particular time sequence. (ref. 5, page 1381).

In this description
nothing
has been said about basic
research, either, since it defines activities for a commercial application.
In our simplified definition the preparation of product specifications
and the construction
of
prototypes
or pilot plants are part of the development
phase.
From the definitions
it appears that basic and applied
research are intended to enlarge technical know-how,
this
in contrast with development.
However, it is unjustified
to conclude therefore that development
would be much
simpler and more controllable.
In quite a lot of cases
the opposite will appear to be true.
In the previous part we have stated implicitly that planning of research is useful and possible. However
this
statement is not valid for basic research which is in fact
science for science’s sake. In our opinion it is impossible
to evaluate the benefits of this typeof research becauseitis
not related to any particular goal of the firm. The same
opinion has been formulated
in literature such as ‘A wise
manager
does not select projects in the area of basic
research’. In practice decisions are unavoidable
about the
major guidelines
regarding
basic research. First of all
one has to decide which amounts will be available for this
research, if it is found necessary. An often used rule of
thumb is to reserve a certain percentage of turnover or
profit for this purpose. Secondly one has to indicate
what kind of technical instruments
and what kind of
people will be available. This decision more or less indicatcs the course basic research can take. However, once
having defined the setting of basic research, it is wise to
do no further attempts to select specific projects according to economic criteria.

Decision

about

the R & D Budget

Many studies have been carried out to discover how a
firm decides on the R & D budget. From empirical
investigations
in 69 Swedish
firms,
the following
appears :8
In our opinion no firm is likely to use only one of the
above mentioned
methods. However, the conclusion
is
justified that in most cases the single projects are the
dominant
factor in determining
the R & D budget.
Therefore one should have an insight into how projects
are evaluated in order to be able to judge about the whole

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

A percentage of actual or expected turnover
A percentage increase of the R & D budget in
previous year (years)
Same costs as those incurred by the principal
competitor
Analysis of individual projects
Other methods

% of
occurrence
17
9

1
62
11

budget. These project evaluation
models will be discussed further in subsequent paragraphs.
Here it is s&icient to conclude
that the profitability
of the single
projects, a criterium that is part of all evaluation models,
apparently
determines
the whole R & D budget to a
large extent. Some relationships
between profitability
of
projects and the amount of money reserved for R & D
are mentioned
in American studies on this subject.
If the total R & D budget were completely dependcnc on
individual
projects, one would be facing the risk of a
budget, fluctuating strongly from year to year. However,
a research organization
once created cannot be enlarged
or reduced izn irzfirzitllwr. So factors such as budgets in
previous years and the maximum
fluctuation
allowable
within the organization,
will play an important
role in
the determination
of the R 8r D budget as well.’
How is the total budget divided over the several research
categories!
Mansfield
concludes
from statistical
data
that on an average only 4 per cent of the whole budget
is spent for basic research. Applied research and development are consuming
successively 20 and 76 per cent of
the whole budget. The foregoing is in concordance
with
the fact that the main part of an R & D budget within a
firm is spent on projects with a relative low risk of failure.
Apparently
the enlargement
of technical know-how,
which usually entails high risks, is mostly left to thirds
whereas
the firms themselves
invest relatively
high
amounts
in the introduction
of new products on the
market.
At the end of this paragraph the reader will find some
figures about total innovation
costs per project and the
R & D part in it. Based on an extensive analysis of 38 new
inventions
in 1960 in the United States in the branches:
chemicals, machinery and electronic industry, Mansfield
makes au estimate of the average innovation
costs per
project and the division of these costs over the several
phases.”
On an average, total innovation
costs amount to 523m
with the same standard deviation
or spread. We can
conclude that there are enormous
fluctuations
in these
costs. We have summarized
the Mansfield
data in
Table 2.
From Table 2 it appears that the costs of research are
hardly half the total innovation
costs. Next, we see that
development
requires much more money
than does

Strategic
Table

2. Percentual

divison

of total innovation

for Research

and Development
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costs per project

Phase

Chemicals

(1) Applied research
(2) Development
-product specifications
-prototype/pilot
plant
(3) Production investments, start-up production and marketing

17

3

4

10

13
13
57

4
41
52

3
44
49

8
29
53

applied research, certainly in the machinery
branch and
the electronic industry.
Also here we have to mention
the enormous
spread around these averages. Mansfield
gives a number of explanations
for this very large spread.
e.g.

(4

Planning

The importance
of the invention.
measured in turnover terms. The research part of the total costs are
increasing accordingly
as the invention
has a higher
innovation
value.

Machinery

Electrical
industry

Total

activity there are more opportunities
for a firm to maintain continuity
and the corresponding
operational
goals
on a longer term. In Figure 1 research planning
is
inserted as part of the overall planning
process. In the
strategic planning
phase possible goals and missions of
the firm are evaluated and more clearly defined. This
phase is to be finished with a so-called Strategic Plan. A
plan is always the result of a planning
process, thus a
choice out of all possible alternatives.

(b)The

experience
and know-how
of the firms in a
certain technological
area. The greater this experience
is the lower the R 8; D costs will be as a percentage of
the total costs.

(4

I-

I

Planning of

The size of the firm, again in terms of turnover.
Larger firms are initiating
most of the time projects
in which a relatively high percentage of total costs are
spent for R & D.

(4

The total imlovation
amount.
The larger
this
amount? the lower the R & D percentage.
In the
cast of big projects mostly the non-research
costs are
dominating
such as production
and marketing
costs.

(4

The necessity of the construction
of pilot plants/
prototypes.
From Table 2 it appears that the construction
of pilot plants and prototypes
requires
quite an amount
of money.
One would therefore
expect the pcrcentual part of R 8: D to be high. On
the other hand it has been proved that pilot plants/
prototype
construction
mostly occurs in big projects, thus in those projects in which cspccially the
non-research
costs arc dominating
[set argument(d)].

Keeping
in mind the previous
statements
something
additional
could be said about the indirect benefits of
basic rcscarch. It will be clear that basic research is surely
not a kind ofjackpor
of new inventions
but it enriches
the experience of the R & D organization
with a number of technologies
that may appear to be relevant in the
future. It has been pointed out that this experience is a
significant aid to the local innovation
costs of a project.
From this point of view basic research means both an
anticipation
of future propositions
and an investment
in
technical know-how
which will be necessary anyhow on
a longer term when concrete projects arc to be initiated.

R & D Planning in Relation
Overall Planning
Research
planning

planning
activities.

to the

cannot be separated from all other
Apart from research as an essential

Products and -

.
nvestment

Allocation
Models
.J

I,

Planning
e.g.
Financial

Figure

1. Research

planning

and overall

plamGng

Starting from the strategic plan one has to define a numbcr of sub plans. In Figure 1 we only mention a limited
number
of plans. Looking
at those products or production techniques that are already available from a technical point of view, the following could be said:
production
planning is to indicate which production
resources (equipment,
labour, capital) could be used
for which products and what the consequences would
be;
marketing
planning is to make an inventory
of possible product/market
combinations
and to evaluate
the effects of those combinations
that are in line with
the firm’s principal objectives;
the integration
of production
and marketing
planning is to indicate possible policies and actions. Each
action may contain one or more investment
projects.
For the planning of research the same reasoning as mentioned before will be valid. One has to realize however,
that here those products and production
techniques are to
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be discussed for which additional
research should be
carried out. Result of this planning
process will be a
summary of proposed R & D projects, combined
in a
research action to be taken.
By the fact that resources are limited, one has to set
priorities
between
the projects. Useful aids in determining those priorities are the so-called allocation models
bvhich are taken up in Figure 1 as the crowning
piece.
This does not imply that these models would have an
absolute
value in selecting
projects.
Normally
they
show in a more structured way what consequences could
be expected from several actions. Such an output is
essential to indicate how the planning process should be
recycled due to inconsistencies
or unacceptable
results.
The evaluation of research projects by using models has
to bc split up into three main phases, namely a general
investigation
phase, a phase of the project evaluation and
and allocation decision phase.
In the following paragraphs
attention to these phases.

we will pay somewhat

The Phase of the General

more

Investigation

Rcscarch is oricntcd toward the future. Therefore
it is
obvious that this phase will start with a (technological)
forecast.
Elements

Explorative
forecasting is very speculative because one
attempts to describe the whole range of future technical
possibilities without limitations
from the needs-side.
The latter aspect certainly is a real disadvantage
of the
explorative
approach.
However,
in a sound business
climate one knows how to balance both techniques and
the effort involved,
without
trying to describe future
possibilities where only the sky is the limit. In our opinion normative
as well as explorative
forecasting have to
be applied parallel to each other in order to have a check
on the results of both techniques.
The outcome of the previous phases is a global insight for
the firm as to what future possibilities are open. Such a
prognosis will mostly indicate so many alternatives
that
the evaluation
of all these alternatives would ask for an
endless planning process. Therefore it is necessary to cut
down the number
of alternatives.
We have indicated
already such a selection by stating that only areas with
which the fu-m is already familiar,
will seriously be
proved. In fact such a selection should be based on the
strategic missions, explicitly stated in the strategic plan.
Such missions are the general setting in which several
alternatives should be tested.
Environ-

Means-

in such a forecast are:
;

(a) an investigation

of future needs (needs-analysis)

(b) an investigation

of future means (means-analysis)

(c) environment-analysis.

Based on such global scenarios the nest step will be the
d&Cons
of needs that arc already relevant or will
become relevant for the firm in the future. Naturally
those arcas with which the firm is already familiar will get
A complctc change to new areas of
special attention.
needs or tcchnol~gics will in most cases lead to a fundamental set-up ot the ncccssary know-how
with all the
resultant enormous expenditures
required.
WC dcfme a technology as a specialistic sub-arca of a certain technical scicncc, for example the technology of gas
turbines,
fuci cells or diesel cngincs. The previously
mentioned
method of need-analvsis
is the \vell-kno\vn
normative approach. One is rcasoiiing from 3 normative
fi;1turc to the actual \\-orld of to&y to discover which
tcchnologics should be used and explored further.
have to
Here the
point for
could bc

trends.

Strategic

Goals
J

Figure 2. Elements

Studying the environment
with the aim to get a global
idea of what fLlturc possibilities arc relevant for the firm,
is very often a starring point (scenario-writing).

Altcriiatively
to the normative
approach we
mention
the csplorative
w~v of forecasting.
actual technical know-how
oitoday is ;1starting
setting lop ‘1philosopl~\- on xvht possibic needs
fUh,ilcd in the future. given certain technological

Mission

:

of technological

forecasting

the foregoing
with,
In Figure 2. WC have prcscntcd
additionally,
the still lacking feed-back
between
the
several sta?cs. WC suggested the strategic plan to be
rcprcscntativc
for the gcncral setting for the planning
process. On the other hand one should realize that tcchnological
forecasting
is often an eye-opener
for this
strategic
plan, because sucl~ a forecast is somewhat
clearer as ro what opportunities
the firm will have in the
future. Technological
forecasting has at least the power
to adjust a formulated
firm’s mission.
Finally we want to make two remarks
logical forecasting :

regarding

ccchno-

The first remark concerns the belief of a lot of people
that technological
forecasting will predict the future in
very concrctc terms. It xvi11 be clear that such a belief is
complctcly
wrong. What tcchnologicai
forecasting can
prcscnt, drc only CO~&MJ/ technical trends and market
opportunities.
Tcclmoloqical
forecasting can evaluate in other words
‘what-if
Gtuations Lvithout the power to reduce the ifstatements to only one. or to decide which will be the
real enc.

Strategic
The second remark is in concordance
with the first one.
As stated before, the aim of technological
forecasting is
to get an insight into possible future events. Next to this,
an analysis of all the ‘if’ assumptions
is certainly equally
important.
If these assumptions
arc changing
in the
course of time in any essential aspect, then the forecast
should bc adjusted as well. Next, if one introduces
assumptions
with a low degree of realism, then exactly
the same will be true for the forecast.

Planning

Environmental
Analysis

37

+

3

NeedsAnalysis

MeansAnalysis

$

The forecasting
model is then contradictory
to reality
and not vice versa as model builders sometimes pretend.

I

b

t

Technical Evaluation
of Projects
I

Economic Evaluation
of Projects
1

_

Evaluation

After having defined the future scope of the firm, it will
be necessary to make this more concrete. First of all one
has to de&
which kind of products and production
techniques are relevant for the firm. Additionally
product
spcciflcations
must be made. In all these activities, the
future attitude of competition,
as far as known, plays an
important
role. At lcast one will bc looking after a product lvith such pricc/fcature
ratios that it will be competitivc lvith other products on the market.
After making an inventory
of rclcvant products to be
developed. one has to define more into detail the several
research projects. These projects should be evaluated
ag.ainst scvcral criteria, to discover whether each project
~111 bc a winner or a loser. The MO major parts in
such an evaluation
are the technical
and economic
evaluation.
First step in the technical evaluation
of all relevant technologies.

and Development

Mission
St:ategic Goals

r

The Phase of the Project

for Research

will be the inventory

Second step is the identification
and scicction of technological parameters
in such a way that the state ofart of
each technology
can bc described (for example pressure
or tcmpcraturc
paramctcrs).
Dcflning suc11parameters is
a very serious problem in actual practice. Such definitions
must be carefully chosen so that it is possible to describe
the technological
trend in spite of the fact that more
tcchnologics
may overrule each other. A fragility paramctcr could say something
about the trend in fragile
material
but nothing
about
unbreakable
material.
Choosing a parameter that is too strictly related to one
specific technology
will mostly lead to an incomplete
description of the technological
trend. The consequences
of this are that it can hardly be indicated which improvcefforts \vill have ro be done.
Once having chosen adcquatc parameters one is able to
transfer all product specifications
and \vishcs into values
of the technological
parameters conccrncd.
Third and last step of the technical evaluation
is the
idcntiflcation
of technical bottle-necks
by comparing
the \-alucs ~,vaiitcd and actual values of the ~cchnological
paramctcrc.
The Lu-scr rhc discrepancy
bct\vccn actual
values and \.alucs \vantcd. the bigger rhc tcchnolo+.znl
d~~~-cIopmc~~r and mosCl\. the higlicl- the rc\careh cfiorts.

I
Figure

for I? 8 D

3. The research p!anning

The three mentioned
blocks:
inventory
meters, technological

process

steps are indicated in Figure 3 in the
technologies,
technological
parabottle-necks.

The foregoing alludes that the process of technical evaluation is a very logic and rational step-to-step
process.
Principally
it is a process of creativity,
mainly
coordinated by technical people. I have seen situations in
which only technical people were involved in this praccss
with the result of marvellously
new products, excellent
examples of technological
know-how
but unmarketable.
Also the opposite occurs: R 8: D simply waiting for a
full-detailed
and defined specification
sheet of a new
product, leaving all thinking and creativity to marketing
people. Without
doubt such a process will be mostly a
very expcnsivc
wa,: dominated
by the main wish of
marketing
pcoplc: ‘Copy as fast as possible what competition already has’. One thing is then for sure : the firm
will face the same failures as competition
does.
Parallel to the technical evaluation
of an economic evaluation.

one should

Step one will be the selection of criteria
their background
in the strategic plan.

take care

that should find

The second step is the set-up of a cost-benefit
analysis
mdicating also the uncertainties
involved.
Interrelations
lvith other projects should be csplicitly
stated as soon
as the data arc Lard enough to do so.
The last step in the economic analysis is the determination
of economic
bottle-necks
by making an inventory
of
Tvhat means and \I-hat pcople are dczirablc or available.
Her\\-cc11 the scvcra! steps iii the technical

and economic
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evaluation
a continuous
stream of feed-back
should
occur. Technical and economic aspects are not separate
but interlinked
items of the same problem, reason why
the output of one of the steps could also influence the
approach of the other.

as follows: specialists attach a score for each criterium
to a certain project. Next the value of the whole project
is the sum or multiplication
of all scores attached per
project. In literature these methods are known as additive or multiplicative
scoring models. An oversimplified
example of possible scores can be found in Table 3.

The Allocation

Table 3. Scoring

Decision

The results of the technical and economic phase are input
for an allocation model, the last phase in the planning
process. Again such a tnodel does not fix the ultimate
decision but is only to present the consequences
of
certain decisions in a structured and comprehensive
way.
111 the literature
there exists an almost inexhaustible
number of allocation models, all designed as very specific
modifications
for always the same problem,
namely :
determine
which research projects have to be carried
out, at what time and on what level of resources. Such a
statement is easily written down but to take a decision in
practice about such a problem is something else.
In most cases it is impossible to indicate already at the
begi!lning
of an R PC D project Lvhat benefits and what
costs will be involved. This also tncans that it is inefficient
and even wrong to evaluate ‘soft’ projects with ‘hard’
allocation
models. Allocation
models should therefore
differ depending
on the phase of research. In previous
studies we discerned the following aspects:
f,

the possibility
of a quantitative
analysis. Applied
rcscarch is inherent to a broad scope and consequently
to a lot of degrees of freedotn. Further on, applied
research projects are mostly long-run projects. These
arc the main reasons that an evaluation
of such projccts on a quantitative
basis, taking into account all
criteria, seems to be impossible;

_’.. the operational
business goals and the belonging
set
ofdccision
criteria. Most of the time applied research
goals have a broader scope. A translation
to specific
operational
goals has still to be done after gathering
some information
about
possible results of this
rcscarch.
Also from this point of v&v it is unwise to evaluate
applied research with ‘hard’ decision models.
From the previous part it will be clear that the decisionmaking
procedure
for research di&rs from stage to
stage. We believe that scoring models are most adequate
in the phase of applied research while advanced projects
selection mode!s, based on existing cvs!uations,
are suitable for the development
phaSe. We will describe both
kinds of models in some more detail.

Scoring Models
Starting point of all scoring models is the belief that a
project can be evaluated with the help of a check-list
of evaluation criteria. An example of an extensive checklist is described in the Appendix. The way of working is

classes of Mottley

Evaluation

Possible

and Newton

answer

Score

aspect
Unforeseeable
Fair
High

1
2
3

Time to
completion

Greater than 3 years
l-3 years
Less than 1 year

1
2
3

Total research
costs

Greater than $1 m
$1 OO.OOO-$1 m
Less than $100.000

1
2
3

Strategic

No apparent
market application
;
must be developed
Desirable to maintain, reinforce,
or
expand
position
within
market
applications
currently
served
Essential in relation
to current
or
prolected
markets
within
market
applications
not currently
served

Probability
success

of

need

Net revenues

Less than $1 m /year
$1 m-s1 Omlyear
Greater than $1 Om/year

1

2

3
1
2
3

In practice one will naturally use more refined and more
shaded models than the given example.
Scoring modcis have the advantage of opening the possibility to take into consideration
quantitative
as well as
qualitative aspects of the project at the satne time. Next.
the number of aspects can be enlarged or limited dcpending on the sort of project, the phase in which it is and the
availability
of relevant information.
The simplicity
of
scoring mod& makes a successful implementation
much
easier. The latter advantage is a very important one in our
opinion.
Thcrc is no sense in using models. perfectly
describing complex research situations but at the satnc
time being so complex that an application would hardly
be possible. 11 IC‘ last interesting
advantage
of scoring
models is that these models are forcing everybody
to
make an inventory
of all relevant aspects, wh~h aspects
will then be re-grouped
into main or sub-sers of criteria.
Disadvantages
of scoring tnodels are that scores are
suggesting
a precision
that is only appearance.
Very
often there is the tendency
of taking hard decisions
based on soft scoring totals. without realizing that these
scores are subjective items and that the sensibility of the
score total is vcrJy high. Small changes in individual scores
would quickly lead to a complete re-arrangement
of the
score totals of the scvcral projects. Taking into account
such a sensibility of score totals. it is wise only to decide
which projects are bound to be definite losers, and to
re-evaluate
at regular
times the remaining
projects,
certainly if new information
has become available.
Another disadvantage
tioned is that contention

of scoring methods often menprojects cannot be evaluated in a

Strategic
detailed and refined way. Our objection against such a
statement
is that it is impossible
to gather hard and
detailed information
about projects that are just in the
beginning
phase. Here the choice is not a choice between
hard and soft information
but between soft information
and no information
at all.
A serious deticiency
of scoring models is the lack of
a model structure
between
all the evaluation
aspects.
By here, one is inclined
to underestimate
possible
interlinks
between
several criteria and projects.
The
interdependence
of research costs and research time
in the model of Mottle); and Newton shows that such a
danger is not a hypothetical
one. The duration
of the
research phase will probably be a function of the resources
involved.
Next, expenses in the course of time must be
discounted
with a discount factor. Also in this respect
costs and time are influencing
each other. This relationship is not an additive one but a multiplicative
one. The
same remark could be made regarding
the probability
of research success. The forementioned
model structure
is in so far a crucial item that the several models, overlapping each other in the several research phases, must be
tuned to each other. If not, one would be using several
criteria in the several phases with a great risk of decisioninconsistency.
A project that promises to be a ‘winner’ in
the one model, may appear to be a definite loser in the
other model, simply because one has been changing the
yard-sticks,
the evaluation
criteria,
or the structure
between them.
Problems with scoring
further are :
what method
times a group
for all criteria.
specialists per
project-score
specialists.

models

that must be investigated

what is the maximum
of evaluation
criteria. Some
people do not limit the maximum,
others assert that
five to seven main criteria are the maximum
that
management
can handle.
We believe
that this
opinion is the correct one;
.
what scoring interval
optimal
divisioning
classes?

has to be chosen and what is the
of this interval
into scoring

Looking at all alternative
projects, we think that the
scoring interval for cardinal scores is fully determined
by the maximum
and minimum
possible outcome. If
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for example turnover is an evaluation
criterion and
the possible outcome of the projects ranges between
1 and 100 mio S, then the scoring interval has to
correspond
with that range. The divisioning
of this
interval into classes is in our opinion not an optimizing
problem but depends fully on the hardness of available information.
It is useless to make a very refined
class system if the information
is not hard enough to
classify each project with a high accuracy into the
correct class;
f-7 what

method is optimal for determining
the total
project-score
(additive vs multiplicative
method)?
In practice the additive technique
is generally just
used because this seems to work best. We have already stated that, also looking at the more advanced
model which will be used in a later phase, a combination of additive
and multiplicative
criteria is the
soundest situation.

Models

for the Development

Phase

In the literature some ratios are often proposed as ideal
yard-sticks
for the value of research projects.
Wellknown ratios arc the indices of Olsen and Pacifico. The
index of Olsen is defined as follows :
I _ Estimated revenues of successful rcscarch * probability
0

Research

of success

costs

For determining
the revenues of research
poses the following
rules of thumb :

Olsen

pro-

estimated cost reductions during 1 year. if the research
is aiming at improvements
of existent production
techniques ;

is the best for attaching scores. Somcof specialists attaches scores to projects
Another methodology
is to appoint
subgroup
of criteria, so that the total
is the ‘sum’ of the opinion of several

Another technique is based on individual judgment.
Each specialist is asked to evaluate the projects after
which a sort of weighted average of all opinions is
calculated.
As weight factors one may use certain
coefficients that are to indicate the relative importance
of the several specialists involved.
Numerous
variations of attaching scores are described in the literature
but a critical evaluation
of the preferable methods, is
still lacking ;

Planning

2 per cent of expected turnover
over 2 years if the
research is aiming at a qualititative
upgrading
of
existing products;
3 per cent of expected turnover over 5 years if research
is aiming at a complete new product.
Research
must be
research
offensive

activities mentioned
under the first two items
considered
as defensive research whereas the
mentioned
under item three is regarded
as
research.

Olsen accepts a project
than three.
The Facifico
I = Probability
P

if the index

index is defined
of success * cashflow

equals or is greater

as follows :
per year * estimated

Total project

life time

cosrs

Total project costs include costs of research and all investments needed for a successful market introduction
of the
new product development.
The probability
of success is
the multiplication
of, successively,
the probability
of
success of applied research, probability
of development
and that of a successful market introduction.
Facifico’s
opinion is that the index should not be smaller than two
for a project to be classified as appropriate.
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Indices

The fundamental
difference between the index of Olsen
and Pacific0 is the definition of what belongs to the area
of research and thus what costs and revenues have to be
allocated to the research phase. Pacific0 considers the
development
of new products in an integral way; so he
has no separate research and market phase. Olsen creates
a problem in defining two hypothetical
projects, because
the result is an unsolvable allocation problem which can
only be handled by introducing
arbitrary rules of thumb.
Olsen’s methodology
has also another
disadvantage,
namely the risk of taking wrong decisions. Since only a
very small part of the whole project is considered in the
research decision (namely costs or revenues during a
limited number of years) a go-decision
for research may
be completely wrong looking at the rest of the life-cycle
of the new product. Our opinion, therefore, is that any
separation of rcscarch and market phase is not allowable.
Both phases have to be taken into account simultaneously. A disadvantage valid for both indices is the lacking
time element. Both methods do not specify a cash flow
per period, neither do they use any discount method.
New and adapted indices are developed in the literature
to eliminate these disadvantages,
for example the index
of Disman. Another disadvantage
of indices lies in the
fact that the critical value of the ilidcx (the value three for
Olsen or two for Pacifico) is falling more or less from
heaven. A motivation
of such a critical value is not
presented
or is motivated
by vague argtiments
from
cxpcricnce and practice. For the rest one could interpret
the Pacifico index as a sort of a simple pay-back period
because his requirement
for a value two could be regarded in case of equal cash flows per year. as the requirement that the pay-back time should be smaller than half
the market phase time of the product. We conclude that
indices arc aHlictcd with so many disadvantages that these
kinds of yard-sticks
could give some additional
information indeed but they are never suitable as an ultimate
decisions criterion.

The Net Present

Value

lXl5

3.M

(1.12)s

(1.12)6

10.3
(1.11)’

(1.12)”

10.8
7- m
= j.9

Since the outcome of this project is greater than zero, the
project is bringing a higher profitability
than I2 per cent;
so a go-decision
should bc justified unless even better
projects are available and rcsourccs are limited. A steady
increase of the discount
Iactor until the NPV equals
e:actly
zero results in the so-called internal
rate of
return. In our example this internal rate would be nearly
29 per cent. In actual I>racticc the quantification
of cash
flows is a tremendous
work. certainly for rcscarch proiccts for which one !la!, to go a long rime before market
introduction
is reality. One has to realize that such gucssing work will eventuate in conjuring
and juggling
with
mcrc figures. Bcsid:s there is the tendency to work more
or less consciously.roward
a certain outcome. This danger
exists cspccially If somebody
is devoted so much to a
project that it 1s hard for him to accept that his project
will be a real faill;rc for the firm. Although the estimation
of cash flows is a hard job we believe that the NPV
method
presents the only acceptable
method for the
evaluation ofk & D projects, on the understanding
that
the information
is hard enough to use such a technique.
If the latter condition is not fulfilled, scoring methods arc
preferable
as stated before. Naturally
one can make
numerous
rcfinemcnts
of the NPV model, for example
by introdttcing
probabilities
(stochastic NPV) or by
introducir,g
restrictions
regarding
available
resources
(money, people. production
capacity, etc.). Advanced
optimation
models arc the result of those exercises but in
principlr: the NPV technique remains the same.

Conclusions
IIIth:

previous paragraphs we tried to present an outline
of t!lc most significant
aspects of research planning
in
relation to strategic planning.
An aspect not discussed so

cash flows of a project
1980

1981

Research expenditures
Turnovers
Prod. costs incl. depreciation
Sales,‘distribution
costs

-10

-5

Gross margin
Net margin
Investments
production
Depreciatron
Mutations
working
capital
(debtors,
stocks, creditors)

-10
-5

Cash flow

-6.5
-5
_____~.__755__
(1.12)3
(1.12)4

Method

The method based on the net prcscnt value is generally
accepted in the investment
theor:;. The NPV equals the
sum of discounted cash flows of a certain project. A cash
flow is defined as net profit after tax plus depreciations.

Table 4. Estimated

Each cash flow should be discounted
with a certain discount factor to compensate
value decrease of money.
A simplified example
may elucidate the technique
of
the NPV method.
In Table 4 WC have summarized
several estimations of the cash flows of a specific project.
All amounts are in mio ofS. With a 12 per cent discount
factor the NPV in 1977 equals :

per year

I

-5
-2-5
-4

1582

1983

1984

5
1
0.5

15
2
1.5

3.5
1 75
0.8
5

-1
-5

-6

5

l-05

1985

1986

25
3
2.5

20
2
2

10
2
1

11.5
5.75

19.5
7 75

16
8

0.8
-3.5

0.8
-3.0

3.05

7.55

0.8
1.5
1 o-3

7
3.5
O-8
6.5
10.8

Strategic
far, is how to motivate
research people in an optimal
way. Often management
tries to motivate
research
people by introducing
the concept of parallel research,
which means that two or more research teams in or even
outside the firm, are working on exactly the same technical problem. The probability
of a technical failure would
be drastically
reduced by such a policy. Also these
aspects could be part cf an extended
NPV model as
discussed before. Other motivation
aspects can be found
in the organizational
theory such as the concept of
project teams, preferable with an interdisciplinary
set-up,
the concept of the so-called ‘flat’ organization
structure,
erc.
All those aspects cannot
this article.

be discussed within

The trend in application
‘decision

can be suggested
complete
relevant

appears

to be away from ‘decision

information

systems’.

for this trend.

Two

First, the existing

of the R and

models’

legitimate

in the sense that they do not include
aspects

reasons

models

are in-

all the important,

D environment.

As a result,

the

manager is forced to adjust the recommended
allocations
in order
to account for the often numerous
environmental
conditions
not
included

in the model.

lem is characterized

The second
by multiple

reason is that the decision
criteria,

many

of which

easily quantified.
The typical approach is to quantify
subjective estimates of benefit with methodologies
from

satisfactory.

validity

As a result,

of the estimates

mendations.

(Ref.

managers

are highly

and of the subsequent

probare not

preferences or
which are far
sceptical

allocation

of the
recom-

1, page 1173.)

wirh

multicolor

departments
graphs,

come dashing

hand

outs.

and

into top management
well-rehearsed

present-

ations. If they impress the decision maker, they are rewarded
with
increased resources. Often the best speaker or the last man to brief
the boss wins the treasure.

(Ref. 3, page 194.)

will be clear to the reader that we prefer a far more
rational
method
of decision
making
instead of the
manipulation
just described.
It
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Appendix:
Evaluation
Check-List-for

(1) Which

Rtj&nces

(1) N.

R. Baker and J. Freeland,
Recent advances
in R and D
benefit measurement
and project selection models, Managemenf Science, 21 (1975).
Th. M. A. Bemelmans,
Research planning
Catholic University of Tilburg, September

(3)

M. Cetron and J. Johnson,
Technological
dynamic
environment,
IEEE
Transactions
Management,
16 (1969).

product

Industrial
Marketing
Research,
Clowes, London (1963).

Check-List for the
of Research Projects
R G D Costs

technical

within a firm, Thesis
(1976).
forecasting
in a
on Engineering

know-how

for the product

(2) What

is available

or has to be developed

asked?

kinds ofrcscarch

of the new product

means are required
and what

for the development

can be said about

the availabilit).

of these means?
Which

research

manpower

is required

What

is the estimated

applied

What

is the expected

development

What

is the earliest

possible

product

and what

Which

additional

for speeding
What

(10) Which
product,
the long

or available?
time?

time?

introduction

manpower

are the consequences

optimal

research

time

of the new

is the latest one!
and research

up the research

completion

(e.g. financial)

of the research

introduction

means

are required

time!
phase

of an earlier or better

compared

with

the

most

time of the new product?

effects are likely

to occur

taking

into account

projects?

technologies,

required

are relevant

for

for the research

the

development

policy

of this

of the company

in

run?

developments
are realized by competition
(11) What technological
in this area and which amounts arc reserved by competition
for
these kinds

of products?

completely
new to the firm?
(12) In how far are the technologies
value of the new product and how long
(13) What is the innovation
will this innovation

value exist?

ask for market introduction
for con(14) Will the new product
tinuous defensive research to keep the product features up-todate; what resources will probabl>- be required for this?
costs of a
(15) What are the estimated design costs and production
prototype/pilot
plant?
research resources will make it possible to
(16) Which additional
design

(2)

41
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(4)

(9) What synergy
other research

As a consequence
managers are often using less rational
methods of decision making such as the ‘white charger
technique’
which is described very humourously
by
Cetron and Johnson :
Here the various

for Research

the scope of

From the foregoing
it may be clear that planning
of
research and decision making in a structured way is not
an easy task. This has to be underlined
even more kvhen
looking at actual practice when only very few models
are reallv used. Baker and Freeland summarize that state
of art with respect to models as follows:

toward

Planning

a product

essentially

different

from

competitive

p:o-

ducts?
technical solutions are possible for the rele(17) Which alternative
vant technological
bottle-necks?
of technical success?
(18) What is the probability
(19) How and with which addltional resources could this probability
of technica!

success be influenced?

Positiorl Analysis
(1) Which
to fulfill

ofthe

requirement

Product
functions

is the product

primarily

intended

12
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(2) Which

specific

function
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within

these

requirement

consequences

functions

method

does the product fulfil?
What
are the present or future peripheral
requirement
func(3)
tions in which the prcduct can compete?
applicatory
functions are open co the product
(4) What alternative
without

modifications

to these peripheral

pheral requirements?
mentioned
are completely
new to
(6) Which of the reqmrements
the company?
(7) Does the product form a basis on which a potential broadening
of the assortment
can take place?
(8) In such a case, which variations on the product
to the established
(9) IS the product a supplement

company

factures them?
(11) IS the product an improvement
product already on the market?
(12) What technical changes
its very first introduction

on. or a substitute

have been made
onto

on the product

since

the market?

(13) At what rate have these changes taken place during this period?
(14) Based on the changes that have taken place in the past, what
changes
What
i:s

are expected

to take place in the future?

are the basic causes for these changes!

How and by what means can the company

exercise influence

on

are those expected

can the company

company’s

traditional

level?
how

(10)For

in these demands

in the past

in the future?

induence

such trends?

is the level of education
far must the product

expected

be modified

long does the consumer

of the consumer.
to reduce

expect

the company’s
estimation?
What
kind
of
image
dots the product
(11)

In

this espected

to use the product.

conjure

in

up in the eyes of

the consumer?
Does this image

it:;

In how

coincide

with

far must it be possible

ments

that desired

by the company?

to fulfil special product

require-

of the consumer2

(14) Which guarantees
normally
expect?
(15) Which degrees
of view?

or servicing

ofquality

conditions

are desired

(16) To what extent are the consumers
products of the company?
(17) To what
reputation

degree

does

with

from the consumer’s

already

acquainted

the competitor

the consumer,

will the consumer

already

and what

point

with other

enjoy

a fixed

is the nature

reputation?
are the strong
(18) What, in the opinion ofthe consumer,
aspects of the product
in relation to other products
tured

these causes I

the

kind of trend was noticeable

how

assort-

for another

for

What

What

can be expected?

ment?
products on the market and do they satisfy
(10) Are there comparabie
a similar kind ofneed? What are these products and who manu-

have

to the customer?

are the demands of the various consumer
categories?
are the main reasons behind these demands?

How

will have to be made on the product
in
(5) Which modifications
order to make it suitable for full-scale introduction
for peri-

this

What
What

and what

requirements?

can

of approach

of this

and weak
manufac-

by the competitor.

or circumstances
under which the
(17) What are the conditions
product is used?
must the product possess?
(18) Which ideal technical characteristics
of these characteristics
can be realized at the present
(19) Which
moment,
and which not, taking into consideration
the technological

know-how

of the company?

the same range

of demand?

require to be different
(22) Which characterisncs
competitor.
and to what degree?
(23) What

is the desired

life time of the products

parts it comprises
life time?

and how

to those

of the

or of the separate

does this compare

with

its actual

(25) \Xihat is the expected

I&c-c)-cle of the product?

this life-cycle.
(26) What arc the iactors that will chiedy determine
(27) How and by what means can the company exercise influence on
these factors?
(28) What 1s the patent
parts it comprises?

sltuanon

with

respect

to the product

or the

muf Kdtfrw oj‘th

with regard

<y investment
:$ degree

Consufrwr

to:

or buying

potential;

of education:

knowledge
products

Q buying
(4) Which

of the new

product

and

similar

compentive

motives?
categories

demand

this market

income;

national

savings

national

investments;

at the present

demand.

time?

such as:

national

consumption;
and credit

are new to the company

and what

;

facilities

;

tiscal facilities
import

;

and export

level

;

population?
(3) What
(4) How

are the prognoses
can the company

(5) To what

cxrcnt

for these demand
intluence

is the demand
and which

marketing

determining

sensitive

to seasonal

are largely

means can the company

demand.

divided

into

national
(10) Which

demand?
section of the

national
(11) Which

products and imports respectively?
are the most important
national

national

(13) Which

factors

can influence

demand

or conjunc-

responsible

for

use to minimize

this

sensitivity?
(7) What is the total saturation
level of the market?
(8) Which
substitutional
market
brings
the new
existence?
(9) What is the total

factors?

these factors?

factors

import firms respectively?
(12) What are the respective market

respectively;

consumer

product;

national

this?
(6) Which

-2 job or profession;
Q

national

tural ductuatlons

(1) Which consumer
categories
come under consideration
for the
new product 1
(2) Which oi the remaining
consumer
categories can also be considered !
(3) What are the most important
characteristics
of these consumer
categories

total market

induencc

rate of interest

(24) Which accessories or scrvtccs will be required for the product
and which of these arc complctcly
new to the company?

Porifiorl _++i.s

factors

level of employment;

of the product?
(20) What are the espected factual characteristics
of competitive
products
(21) Which are the technical characteristics
within

(I) What is the estimated
(2) Which

product

into

and

intcr-

national
is provided

manufacturers

of time?

by
and

shares of these companies?

in a positive

or negative

the entry of new competitors
onto the market?
(14) To what extent can the company
control these factors?
(15) What is the total expected market share of the company
the course

for

manner,

seen in

Strategic

(16)In

how

other

far does the new product

products

manufactured

affect the market

demand

for

-

by the company?

spread of the market!
(17) What is the geographical
(18) To what extent must cost or returns from licenses be taken into
account?

Planning

(16) Which

for Research

components

(3

price categories

pany

wish to indulge

What

was the price

past and which

and degrees

of quality

does

the com-

in?
development

prognoses

of similar

can be derived

products

from

in the

these for the

future?
(3) In how far is the cost price decisive for the price fixation and
what is then the expected margin between cost price and sales
price?
(4) To what extent
elasticity)?

does demand

react

to price

(3) Which price reactions are to be expected
and within what limits will these lie?
(6) Which
not?

reductions

are offered

variations

from

disguised

far are price agreements

by the company

Check-List.for

(1) Which

permitted

for which

by- law?

Mnrkrtirg Costs

distribution

channels

are taken into consideration

for the

(4

of these channels

Which

distribution

are completely

channels

are used

new for the company?
by the competitor

for

products?

(4) Which sales methods are desirable for the new product and what
costs do these involve (costs for representatives.
dealers, etc.)?
in particular
(3) Which aspects of the product must bc accentuated
when it is introduced
to the consumer
and is the present company organization
already familiar with this policy?
approached
(6) In what manner are the consumers
time by the competitor
for similar products?
have
(7) Does the competitor
balanced
or fully developed
company.

How

sales advantages
product

can the company

range

eliminate

at the present
due
than

that

(9) Which
should

promotion

media

must be called in and to what

degree

in newspapers,

periodicals,

etc.

;

6 direct mail;
i;

exhibitions;

+

public

relation

campaigns;

of the company
an
(10) To what extent is the established reputation
advantage
for the introduction
of the new product?
must be offered to the customer
and
(11) What service guarantees
what financial consequences
do these involve?
population
for the period
(12) How large is the total product
which service or guarantee
must be given?
(13) Which fault patterns are to be expected and to what degree?

in

then
(14) What IS the ability level and number of service technicians
required by the company?
(15) Does the new product fit in with the present sales and service
organizations
number?

for

the nature

are taken

quality:

fi

price:

e

delivery

of the persons

as well

as their

materials

into consideration

and semi-manufactured

will

be

for the supply

of

materials?

conditions

for

raw

materials

and

time:

help towards
(3) Can the new product
utilization
of the existing installations?

improving

(6) What is the processing
individual
installation?

for the product

degree

time required

do the production

(economies

(8) What are the capacity
means?

processes

or products
(10) Which current products
form a bottle-neck
for the production
(II)

What

kind of internal

transport

and does this fit m with

m each

with

amount

of scale)?

limits of the existing

production
(9) Which alternative
sideration for this product!

the capacity

costs vary

and diseconomies

or new production

can be taken into conunder development
of the new product?

does the new product

the existing

transport

does the new product
(13) How many operators
(14) To what extent must the existing or newly
receive
What
Which

additional

demand
and in

require?
scqmred

personnel

training?

is the expected
energy

gross wage

costs are summoned

development

in the future?

by the new product!

of the new product
interfere with
(17) Will the introduction
supply of energy?
in production
means due to:
(IS) How large is the dwindling
*

failures;

‘s

mamtenance;

fi

change

fi

preliminary

can

picture?

(12) To what measure does the product require quality control
how far does this deviate from existing quality controls1

of production

the

program;

losses?

(19) Which drop out percentage
what measures can be taken

‘2 sales leaflets and brochures?

service
will this entail?

consequences

What expectations
are there for the future as to these aspects?
Which
production
installations
are essential for the manufacture
(4)
of the new product?

i:;;

they be used:

i,- advertisements

supphers

fi

taking
etc.?

yl_ continuitvl

of the

can be expected in the method ofapproach
(8) Which devclopmcnt
to the consumer and what are the consequences
regarding
costs?

financial

are the purchasing
(3) What
accessories in the light of:

to a better

these advantages?

are expected.

losses due to damage,
to the representatives,

for

Prorirlction Costs

these raw tnateriais

(7) To what
produced

new product?
(3) Which
similar

(2)Which
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will be required

raw materials.
semi-manufactured
for the ne\v product?

required

or

(8) What is the price strategy with respect to service, maintenance,
installation,
etc. as compared
to that of the company?
(9) In how

(1) Which

the competitor

by the competitor,

reductions
are envisaged
(7) Which
consumer
categories?

(price

and what

Check-Listjbr

quantity

costs per unit product

possible transport
must be offered

techmcians,

(1) Which

and in what

the new product?
(17) Which distribution
in:o account
(1X) Which
aids

and Development

must

be taken

to influence

into

account

and

this percentage?

are prescribed by the govern(20) Which ‘compulsory-investments’
ment with respect to safety and/or environmental
hygiene!
(21) What
unit?
(22) What
(23) What

form

of packing

additional
additional

must be used and what

are the costs per

accommodations
arc needed for the product?
services must be recruited during the produc-

tion of the product

(drawing

department,

automation

depart-

ment, etc.) ‘r
(24j How large are the estimated direct and indirect manufacmring
costs per unit product,
excluding
the costs of fixed assets?
(25) What will the developments
future?

in these costs per unit be in the
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Market Entrance Costs and Investments
(1) Which

investments

must be carried

(7) Are there fiscal facilities

replacement
of invested
that of the competitor?

out in which

What

is the desired introduction

Which

additional

spreading
costs

moment

market-entrance

up or delaying

will

be incurred

introduction

moment?

(6) What IS the technical
goods?

in one’s own

company

and in

periods?

for these investments?

(3) Which market entrance costs can be distinguished
duction of the new product?
i”i
3

goods

costs

the introduction
during

the

for the intro-

(1) Which

for the new product?
will

evolve

moment

realization

Mutatiorzs in Working Capital

(4

Which

intertm

manufactured
life time

of the procured

from

(7) What is the value of these goods after depreciation
mind the life-cycle of the new product?
(8) What are the fiscal rebate
the various periods?

(4 What

investment

possibilities

bearing

of the depreciation

in

for this new product

on the average

existing

and what

stock

of finished

auxiliaries,

and semi-

products?

and which

of the desired

‘out of stock’ is tolerable

effect will this have

when

stocks
articles

are the expected

of raw

materials,

must be retained?
credit

terms

the company

will acquire

credit

terms

for the consumers

their supplier(s)?

(4) What

are the expected

of the

product?
over

developments
are expected in the produc(9) Which technologicai
tion process and which consequences
can these have on the

(3

What are the credit
products?

(6) Based

on developments

be expected

facilities

of the competttor

m the past, what

in these credit

facilities

for

developments

in the future?

similar
are to

